
Anyone can say there's a God, 
anyone can then make up what 
they believe God is, and thus 
there are many different ideas 
about who and what God is and 
there are especially a lot of 
ideas about how He acts. Like 
WE can know God with out his 
help! 

Isaiah 55:8, "'For My thoughts 
are not your thoughts, neither 
are your ways My ways,' 
declares the Lord. As the 
heavens are higher then the 
earth, so are my ways higher 
than your ways and my 
thoughts than your thoughts.'" 

Meaning we are not God and 
don't think like God. Thus if God 
doesn't tell us how He thinks, 
we won't know. So how can 
people say they know God is 
unjust, or mean, or so totally 
omnipresent that he doesn't 
interact or care about us, unless 
they are God? If hell is eternal 
separation from God how can 
people say it is unjust. They 
don't believe in God, so being 
separated from him eternally 
must not be a big deal. 

Or if you say there's a God but 
believe He doesn't interact with 
us, then hell must not be to bad 
a place to be separated from 
Him forever, your just getting 
more of what you want right?  
And since your life right now 
lived without God, Jesus, and 
Biblical truth is so filled with 
meaning and purpose, and 
triumph over hard ships and 
heartache in life, and so filled 
with love of family and the love 
of friends you know you can 
trust your life with, that hell must 
sound good, it's just a 
continuation of what you have in 
this life and more! 

Imagine having this life and 
more forever, lived without the 
God, Jesus, or the Bible. With 
none of this you don't have to 
worry about faith, morality, and 
stuff like that right?

 No having to worry about 
doing something wrong in front 
of God or believing in anything 
crazy that requires faith like 
Jesus raising from the dead! 
Wouldn't you want this life your 
living now forever since it's so 
great? 

Since you are so in control of 
your life and circumstances who 
needs God as a crutch to lean 
on? Since there is nothing you 
can't handle, why ask God for 
help? Since you provided all 
the food, clothing, and shelter 
you have, why thank God. 

Since evolution provided the 
beauty and mystery of nature, 
the mountains, the stretches of 
green grass, the ocean depths, 
the rolling clouds, from the 
system that keeps a flower 
alive to the schools of fish in the 
sea the intrinsic machine that is 
the human body, the infinity of 
space, why thank God or give 
him any credit? 

Since there's no heaven or hell, 
why worry about your soul, and 
making sure you know where 
your going, or believing in 
Jesus or any of that. Since 
there's no hell there's nothing 
you can do that would really 
condemn you right? Since your 
"basically" good it'll all work out 
right? 

Since your pretty good and 
have never done anything 
really wrong, why ask God for 
forgiveness right? 

Since we just die and that's it all 
I have to worry about is making 
the most of this life by making 
lots of money so I can be 
comfortable and have stuff and 
have fun right? 

Besides we're all just mistakes 
produced by evolution, we're 
just animals that can reason is all, 
so why believe in God right or 
believe he loves us. Love is 
just a chemical reaction anyway 
right?
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Then He rose again and had 
new life, just like we can if we 
ask him to come into our lives.

 Just say I am a sinner 
separated from God. I want life 
to have meaning, I don't want to 
be chance, I want to have a 
purpose, I want life to be more 
then getting money then I die, I 
want to go to heaven. I believe 
you paid my sin on the cross 
and died separated from God 
for me so I didn't have to, and I 
believe you rose again from the 
dead so I in turn can have new 
life also. 

Jesus YOU are the meaning of 
life. AMEN.

The truth is God did create 
everything we see and don't 
see. He created the wonders 
of nature and the infinite 
galaxies and He created 
YOU. 

He made you a special 
creation with a purpose, but 
because we aren't perfect and 
rebel against His truth 
everyday, we need to be 
forgiven. 

Our sin and non perfect ness 
separates us from the God 
who is infinitely perfect and 
infinitely higher then us in 
thought and deed as the 
Isaiah verse talked about, and 
this separation is hell. That's 
what we deserve and will get 
if you don't find something to 
bring us back to God, that 
something is Jesus. 

He bridged the gap between 
our separation caused by sin 
and God. Instead of us dying 
separated from God, Jesus 
died separated from God for 
us! 

  What happens then when 
something happens that scares 
you, upsets you, horrifies you, 
like your parent or close friend 
dying? 

Your town is attacked by 
terrorists, you’re laid off, you’re 
failing out of school, you’re 
addicted to drugs and are going 
broke, but since there's no God 
who do you turn to for help? 

Not God surely, he either 
caused it or doesn't care 
enough to do something about 
it right, which leaves us right 
back to square one......

who do you turn to? 

Maybe other people, you find 
consolation in helping them. 

But if there is no biblical God, 
why even help others if there is 
no purpose to life except 
making the most out of it while 
you can because your just 
going to die anyway and that's 
it. 

Why even help others live this 
meaningless life and try to help 
them make money, get stuff, 
and be happy more often then 
not, so then they can die and 
be forgotten forever just like 
you? Or you turn to yourself 
right? 

Even though you are addicted 
to drugs, have no money, no 
friends, no support, nothing to 
fall back on, I'm sure you have 
the abilities and strengths in 
yourself to over come this 
though right? 

Who needs God? 

Life and everything in it is utterly 
meaningless without the Biblical 
God who creates, loves and 
interacts with His creation, guiding 
and leading them into victory 
through hardships. 

Since we CAN'T handle 
everything, since we AREN'T in 
control, we need God's help and 
guidance. Since we didn't 
provide or produce our own 
food, shelter, clothing. 

Since nature isn't a mistake, God 
created the sky, tree's, mountains, 
valleys, clouds, sky, sea, the 
millions of exotic animals, and 
YOU and we need to recognize 
Him as creator and thank Him for 
it.

 Since there is a heaven and hell, 
you have to worry about the state 
of your soul, and sinning. Since 
your not perfect, you do have to 
ask for forgiveness. 

Since this world is unsure, things will 
happen that are horrible, we need 
to turn to God and look to Him for 
guidance, or look to nothing and 
decide life is meaningless and we 
have no purpose but to live and 
die and carry on the human race 
until it kills itself. 

Is this life chance or are you a 
special creation of God? Do you 
have no purpose but to live life to 
the fullest by getting money and 
stuff then die, or did God create 
you for a special purpose and 
meaning in life, to be followed by 
an eternal life in heaven? 

Is life meaningless chance or did 
God lovingly create everything we 
see and don't see for us to enjoy 
and make use of? 

Is life based on an arbitrary base of 
morals that seem to change with 
the times, or is there truth? 


